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Column
The Renaissance Age is one of the most remarkable

ages in history. Most of us can easily give examples

of pieces of arts and pioneers from that period

because it’s a well-known era by people. The

reason is that the Renaissance led to many

innovations and advances, as well as incredible

works of art which were created by amazing

pioneers such as Leonardo da Vinci, William

Shakespeare, and Filippo Brunelleschi. Therefore,

we decided to publish our first press of ELT

Monthly with the Renaissance Era because it is

such a famous theme to write interesting articles

about; and of course, to beautify our precious

readers' valuable time while reading the magazine.

Our magazine includes various articles such as:

science, art, technology, and Humanism, which had

a major impact on political, social, and literary

areas of the Renaissance. I believe you will be

impressed with our articles and the examples of

brilliant art pieces. ELT Monthly deals with

Renaissance from several perspectives such as the

ones explained above and more. It includes 11

unique topics from 11 authors. You will learn and

have fun reading our original contents including

stories, poems, and conspiracy theories...

You will also feast your eyes with an ancient

Renaissance recipe. Once you finish reading the

magazine, you will be interested in the Renaissance

Era more than ever.

ZIKRI EMRE TAŞTAN
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R E N A I S S A N C ER E N A I S S A N C ER E N A I S S A N C E

Isn’t it always a great opportunity to be involved into a journey of a second of silence which

embraces all over your whole self to find out who you are and what you live for? Renaissance

was a period of existence with the enthusiastic movements flourished bottom to the top of

Europe. Thanks to what had happened in this memorable era, today, we know and respect the

infinite lights of the time. The late 13th century which marched to the awakening moment of

fascination and wonder, led to the belief in stunning developments of sentimental philosophy the

period brought. Along with the contributions made by unforgettable names such as Dante

Alighieri, William Shakespeare, Thomas More, John Milton and more in literature desired the era

with comprising numerous questions were asked and provoked all over the world. Such a time

caused for a good reason for a better future for the human race regardless of their nation or skin

colour.

Let’s observe this curiosity with these directive questions; What was awakening and who exactly

set fire for this development? How can a human be support Humanism in his ordinary life and

what reason? Do not worry! We have plenty of response to the questions that are aroused inside

your mind and for the ones that you have never thought of!



     COMMON PERSPECTIVESCOMMON PERSPECTIVESCOMMON PERSPECTIVES   

                                                                                                              INININ

                                                        BOOKSBOOKSBOOKS

Just before indicating how he can hold on to our

thoughts, we need to know more of who exactly he is.

More was born in London by being a son of a lawman

named John More on 7th of February 1478. He went

to Oxford University and studied Ancient Greek and

Latin Literature for two years until his father obliged

him to return home to progress his profession. Even

More, has been remembered by being a humanist

person and it was his decision to affiliate with

Canonry after his studies in law. Once selected for the

Lowe Chamber, the enthusiasm of having been

dedicated to a monastery disappeared. The step he

took to the chamber has eventually altered the way he

lived. After introducing More, it is probable to think

of some certain queries as what Utopia genuinely

means and how a simple word can change the world?

Gather around everyone! Announcing the remarkable

parts of Utopia has been seen as a challenging and

complicated task for the interpreters.

Section of common

perspectives aims to

present some of the

most invaluable

contributors through

implanting the “rebirth”

society seeds gingerly

and collecting their

polished harvest at the

end with an

accomplished manner

by governing the

leadership attitude.

Imagine a man, a great

warrior of the instinct of

human beings, Thomas

More by representing

the life-altering word,

which is Utopia

published in 1516

(Hodgkinson, 2016).

The perspectives More

adapted can

transparently be seen in

his deflective pieces of

arts as in Utopia, which

exactly surpass the idea

of Humanism. Not only

is he such an inspirer to

the upcoming eras, but

also an understanding

persona of the people, as

dignified creatures. 

Renaissance is an era in which approaches, perspectives and philosophies had altered by influencing society from

the lowest to the highest, the state and most importantly the history of being addicted and going blinded to the

religions. Inevitable aspects had existed which still touch today’s heart of living in a societal environment such as

Humanism, Secularism and Equality within various regions of whole Europe between the late 13th century and

17th century. 

Having said that the main

purpose of the text is to

show how to structure a

government where people

live for good, truth and

honesty in any sort of

circumstances. Rather than

supporting satire, partially it

can be classified as a didactic

work which explains how to

unite the forces of society as

a whole and tricks to provide

any necessity that occurs.

Wherever it is read, it has an

impact on the community if

thought and dug deeper from

the surface. The main point

is that nobody can pretend to

be alone since one is to exist

for all.

The word comes from the Greek language by a

similar word “Ou-topos” which indicates a place

that can be found nowhere in the world or

universe. In addition to this fact, an enharmonic word,

“Eu-topos” which means “a good place” on or out of

the earth was found relatable.Because of the

background of the word Utopia has, the masterpiece of

More has been considered to be as a socio-political

satire which includes the artificial reality that depicts

the lives of human beings who share the hardships to

build a better tomorrow, all the while completing one

another by protecting their individuality. 

R e n a i s s a n c eR e n a i s s a n c eR e n a i s s a n c e
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The other version of Utopia is considered to be upside down and is called “Dystopia” where no

living creature can sustain its vitalism without any support. It has been noticed that this represents the

current existence of the country More lived in (Fokkema, 2011:31). Besides, the power of reaching any

angle of life aided him to meet with a mentor from Holland, Erasmus the writer of The Praise of Folly.

Interestingly, although Erasmus was a Catholic, More had sympathy for the Protestant Reformation and is

being remembered as a Catholic martyr. Nevertheless, being a father supporting his daughters to learn

about the world is another aspect he acquired even though he had bizarre tendencies like the usage of a

hair shirt.

Now that we have an idea of what Utopia means and

the gist behind it, I can mention another contributor

who directed the course of events in the societies

and created a pathway of thought: Giovanni

Boccaccio. Being a pioneer of Realism,

Humanism and the style of Prose, Boccaccio has

succeeded in bringing his eagerness to the late

13th century with his commonly appreciated

work, Decameron. It consists of one hundred

narratives that last for ten days each told by ten

people, seven women and three men who have

escaped from the fatal disease, the plague, spread all

around Florence, Italy (Wallace, 1991 &amp;

Olson, 2019: 215). The group decided to assign a

king or a queen for the day who was to tell the story

of choice. The contents of the narrations were

decided by the chosen one of the specific day. The

stories were mostly about the hoaxes of diplomats,

the clergymen or ordinary people. Furthermore, the

work of art declares how Boccaccio had observed

society with its decency and evil.

He depicts honest women who were betrayed, denigrated,

ignored, raped and deceived and evil actions of men towards

women, children or a passenger they came across. Although

women rights can be seen as being signalled by Boccaccio in his

depictions, in some ways the narrative indicates that women

partially encourage the “power” and the “dignity” of men by

misbehaving through their persona and surprisingly are being

accepted with the manner of amusement. It may be assumed that

Boccaccio points out that some women take pleasure in

misbehaving. Since we are interpreters, did he consider the

decency of women and the community or did he assert that

men will be improperly dominant on their alternate gender,

women? What do you think?

R e f e r e n c e s
Olson, G. (2019). Literature as recreation in the later Middle Ages. Cornell University Press.

Fokkema, D. (2011). Perfect worlds: utopian fiction in China and the West (p. 448). Amsterdam University Press.

Hodgkinson, T. (2016, October 6). How Utopia shaped the world [Blog Post] Retrieved from https://www.bbc.com/culture/article/20160920-how-utopia-shaped-the-world

Wallace, D. J. (1991). Boccaccio: Decameron. Cambridge University Press.
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William Shakespeare is one of the most valuable playwrights of the Renaissance

Era. He is mostly known for his plays and sonnets. I want to talk about his Sonnet

130, mostly known as My Mistress’ Eyes Are Nothing Like the Sun. In this sonnet,

there is a speaker who compares his lover to a lot of great and beautiful things.

The twist is that he does not think that his lover is as great or as beautiful as the

things he compares her to. 

First stanza: The speaker says that his lover's eyes are not shiny, her lips are not

red, her skin is not beautiful, and her hair looks like wires.

Second stanza: He says that her lover's cheeks don't blush, and she smells really

bad. I find it funny that he used the word 'reeks' for this comparison because it is a

very strong word, and I could feel the smell of her when I read it.

Third stanza; he talks about how ugly her lover's voice is along with her walk.

However, what I love about this stanza is that he is also saying that even though

her voice is ugly, he loves to hear it.

And finally, in the last couplet, he reveals that he loves her nonetheless, and their

love cannot be compared to anything. He thinks that his lover is mediocre, maybe

even ugly. 

Yet he also thinks that his lover’s beauty does not define their love and its

meaning. He believes that everybody has their way of beauty, and people do not

have to be ‘beautiful’ to be loved or love someone. I sincerely liked reading this

sonnet for the first time because I did not expect the speaker to vilify his lover, but

in the end, I understood what he meant. And it was so amusing to read such a

controversial sonnet of love. If you have not read it yet, I highly recommend that

you would. I wish I could forget about it and read it for the first time again to go

through those unexpected and amazing lines and feelings once more.
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CURSEDCURSEDCURSED
Every time a man turns into a stone, I remember who I was.

Happy times when I once was a string of the sun-coloured hair,

Hair so beautiful, so shiny… framing her face without any flaws.

But now I’m just a filthy snake of thousands that she bears.

They called her ugly and cursed… she called us darlings…

No matter what they say, she was the fairest of all.

They left her in a nightmare because of their wrongdoings,

But never did my lover do any wrong, she was as pure as one can be.

Her eyes, would stare carefully at life, with passion, so eager;

Her lips, were beautiful and cherry red even when they whined.

My lover, I loved her with all my heart, ever since I can remember,

But he came… he came and her eyes lost life, lost their shine.

He came and took her away from me, though he knew she was no evil,

Medusa told me to follow her, and I did, when she turned into an angel.
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Voila! Your Renaissance apple pie is ready to eat as it was centuries ago during the

Renaissance era, from the kitchens of royalty to the tables of commoners. Around the time

when this recipe appeared in A Propre new booke of Cokery, with the developing economy and

availability of the ingredients during the sixteenth century, apple pie became very popular

during the time but it can easily be said that it still holds its popularity around the world

(Gaudio, 2005). Recipes may vary but I can easily guarantee that this one will take you to the

Renaissance era with its simply delicious taste!

Hear ye, hear ye! In this edition of ELT Monthly, it is to my great honor to serve you some delicious apple

pie, straight from the kitchens of the Renaissance era. Several kinds of pie with different variations of

ingredients and baking techniques could be seen during that time but undoubtedly, apple pie was one of the

most popular recipes in the cookbook. As of today, it can be seen that apple pie has never lost its popularity

through the years but it can also be noted that the recipes were a bit different back then.

1 6 T H  C E N T U R Y  A P P L E  P I E :

First of all, I would like to start with the ingredients. For the filling, we need ten green apples, one cup

of sugar, one tsp cinnamon, one tsp ginger, and one cup of butter (approximately 125 grams). As for

the pie crust; two cups of all-purpose flour, a pinch of saffron, one cup of water, half a cup of butter,

and two egg whites are needed (Gaudio, 2005).

We start with the filling as it needs to cool before we place it in the crust. Take all the apples except

for one that we will later use for decoration purposes and grate them after peeling the skin. Mix all

the filling ingredients in a pan over low heat until the apples take a bit of a darker shade and the

sugar melts. Once the mix takes a juicy form leave it to the side to cool.

Now, move on to the pie crust. Unlike the middle ages, the crust was meant to be eaten and not just a container for

the filling in the Renaissance era so the taste and the texture of the dough are very important here (Gaudio, 2005).

Start with simmering the butter, saffron, and water together over low heat but make sure it doesn’t boil. Once the

ingredients are properly mixed, leave it to cool a bit. Put the flour in a bowl and form a hole in the middle

(Unknown, 1545). Add the butter mixture into the hole and start working on the dough. Then, add the two egg

whites to the mixture and keep working to make the mix into a soft form. Make sure it is not too solid. Then leave it

to rest for fifteen minutes.

Finally, put the dough on a roughly floured surface and roll it into a disc. Once

you have your dough a bit wider than your pie pan, place it in your pan and let

the dough overflow from the sides. Put the apple filling into the crust and cover

the top with the dough overflowing from the sides. Then, take that one apple,

peel, and core it before slicing it into very thin pieces. Decorate over the filling

in the middle part that is left uncovered by the dough. Put some of the butter on

top and then bake the pie 180 degrees until the crust takes a light brownish

color.
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M o c k  T h e  P e o p l e  A n d
T h e  K i n g s :

SATIRESATIRESATIRE
During the renaissance, writers relied on satire to comment on

political leaders, religion, or social customs. As the oldest form

of social commentary, satire enabled renaissance writers to

point out the injustice and problems of their society by making

fun of them or hiding them in an allegory. The two main types

of satire that were used were Horatian satire, which pokes fun

at a character or situation in a light-hearted or almost loving

way, and Juvenalian satire, which is usually dark and directly

attacks a target in a brutal way (Holbert, Hmielowski, Jaini,

Lather & Morey, 2011).  Below is my own attempt at satire

which was highly inspired by Jonathan Swift’s “A Modest

Proposal”.

Holbert ,  R.  L. ,  Hmielowski ,  J . ,  Ja in ,  P. ,  Lather ,  J . ,  & Morey,  A.  (2011) .  Adding nuance to  the s tudy

of  pol i t ical  humor effects :  Experimental  research on juvenal ian sat i re  versus  horat ian sat i re .     

American Behavioral  Scient is t ,  55(3) ,  187-211.

R e f e r e n c e s
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Just the other day, I was waiting in line at a fast-food joint when the two middle-aged ladies up front started to argue with

an employee. It seemed like a small problem that could’ve been solved quickly at first, but it abruptly turned into a string

of complaints. As the employee tried his best to please the ladies, complaints turned into demands and demands into

threats which, of course, was followed by insults. The argument reached to a point where multiple employees had to step

in to either help with the demands or defend their co-worker. With more employees on the scene, the demands quickly

escalated, and the insults became harsher. Even after the first employee was sent back, probably to cry, the ladies had no

intention of backing down. They preferred to waste everyone’s time in order to achieve something. I honestly don’t know

what. Maybe to get extra fries??? It was a burger joint… what else could they possibly want? I shall leave that as a

mystery I have yet to solve. While silently judging the impossible behaviour portrayed in front of me, I realized I had seen

such acts many times before. Intrigued, I started browsing my mind for more examples of the very same behavioural

patterns. Soon I concluded that people who performed similar behaviours, had many more similarities among them to the

extent that one could classify them as a new sub-species of the human race. One that perhaps evolved from a whole

different animal than what scientists claim. Since I had plenty of time, thanks to the never-ending argument in front of me,

I decided to determine this mysterious ancestor by comparing both the physical and behavioural qualities of possible

creatures. Even though seagulls and mosquitos qualify as a good runner-up, I will settle for a more useless animal as my

main comparison: The Jellyfish.

An easy way to define jellyfish would be ‘ghostly blobs that wobble carefree through the ocean with their poisonous

stingers spreading behind them.’ Just like the people I target who wobble around the streets, carefree, while poisoning

everyone’s mood who contact them. But what other similarities are there? As most of us have heard, jellyfish don’t have

brains. At least not in the way that other animals do. The Jelly-People, as I will refer to them from now on, don’t have a

brain either. At least not in the way other people do. Where most people can use their brains to think and make logical

conclusions, the Jelly-People will get confused and are unable to conceive any kind of logic. This causes them to argue

over a simple matter and refuse to back down since they “biologically” cannot comprehend logical explanations provided.

A good example is right in front of me… the Jelly-Ladies are repeatedly arguing about the same issues and demands over

and over again… even though the employee had explained and reasoned with them multiple times, leading to

conversations sounding like this:

“Why is the burger wrapped like this?”

“Ma’am that’s how we wrap all our burgers”

“But why is THIS burger wrapped like THIS?”

“That is just how all our burgers are wrapped ma’am. It’s a company thing.”

“Ok, but WHY IS THIS BURGER WRAPPED LIKE THIS?”

Another biological fact is that jellyfish do not have hearts either. Maybe that’s why Jelly- People can bully and harass

anyone like employees, co-workers, supposed friends, supposed family members, and random strangers without feeling

bad and miserable as one would expect. They do not shy away from ruining someone’s life as long as they feel it would

benefit them or simply because they are bored. But there might be a more natural explanation for this behaviour. As it is,

Jellyfish survive by poisoning their prey with their stingers in order to disintegrate them and absorb any life- sustaining

nutrients. Maybe, Jelly-People use their poison-like behaviour to emotionally paralyze their unsuspecting prey and then

somehow absorb their life energy in order to add to their own. Through this, they may extend their lifespan. After all,

despite the lack of a heart and brain, certain jellyfish types can live indefinitely. Which is good news for Jelly-Peoplewho

may be one of these lucky species but bad news for the rest of us as we will have to make sacrifices to extend their Jelly-

Lives. This long lifespan has scientists guessing that jellyfish even pre-date dinosaurs. Most of these pre-historic Jellies

may still be wobbling in our oceans today, constantly cloning themselves in the face of stress or danger to wobble for

more generations to come. Jelly-People, on the other hand, have decided that the part of them which should live on was

not their body but their mind. They believe their “get-what-I-want-through-harassing-others” mindset should be preserved

at whatever cost and therefore, decided to breed and then inject their offspring with that insensitive blessing. Some of the

ideas and behavioural patterns we see in Jelly-People today can be traced back to times when racism was a social norm

and when baby girls would be buried alive.
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F I S HF I S HF I S H Among usAmong usAmong us
Much of their qualities wouldn’t be a problem if Jellyfish did not pose a danger to the fishing industry and humanity in

general. Some types of jellyfish can poison an entire catch of fish if they get tangled in the same net, making those fish

inedible and therefore cause a huge problem for fishers and fish in general. Jelly-People can poison the mood and mental

health of an entire party of people and if they group together, an entire country. In some cases, the consequences may be

lethal to those in close contact with Jelly-People, just like the Box Jellyfish which can kill a full-grown human. Other

than the immediate lethality of the jellyfish poison itself, jellies can pose a threat indirectly as well. For instance, jellyfish

don’t ‘swim’; they wobble while being carried by the currents of the oceans. Therefore, Jellies can clog any underwater

pipe or pump-system which uses the ocean, such as nuclear reactor coolers, and cause these to fail and shut down. Jelly-

people, of course, don’t block pipes, they settle for blocking queues by consistent arguing or they flock around items of

interest disabling others from reaching them. They may have also caused a nuclear reactor to shut down at some point in

time… who knows?

Yet another bad quality of Jellyfish is that they are liars. They are neither Jelly nor a type of fish. They are, in fact,

cnidaria but try to blend in with their nemesis, the fish, in order to claim equal rights to habitats and food resources. Jelly-

People like to refer to themselves as ‘decent humans’ which is just as much of a lie as ‘jellyfish’ for similar reasons. But

of course, not all the qualities of jellyfish are bad. Jellyfish have many interesting shapes and colours and are a delight on

the eyes, regarding they are stuck in a tank somewhere in an aquarium or wobble forth on TV. Some species of Jelly-

People are much the same delight to the eyes under the same conditions. Yet, both subjects become far less pleasant

close-up, especially if one is in the radius of their poisonous stingers. 

A more redeeming quality of jellyfish is that they are a food source for some marine animals, mainly sea turtles.

Regrettably, Jelly-People have done close to nothing to help the sea turtles. A surprising devolution from their probable

ancestors. Maybe reminders of their duty should be given to them in either visual or verbal forms. Next time when one

happens to come across a Jelly-Person, “feed the turtles” could be whispered from a safe distance. We can find comfort in

the fact that jellyfish evaporate completely if left ashore since they are 95% water. Unfortunately, Jelly-People are only

60% water and therefore do not evaporate out of existence. Future generations of Jelly-People will likely evolve to raise

that percentage since they seem to abandon their human-like qualities, such as a heart or brain, with each decade. One

suggestion to actually benefit from these Jelly-People might be a space program. Allow me to explain; back in 1991,

NASA sent around 2,400 jellyfish to space as an experiment on the effects of zero-gravity. In theory, we could conduct

similar experiments with Jelly-People. Obviously, nothing that would require actual intellect, but rather observatory

experiments like “can they breathe on mars without protection?” or “how long can they survive in space when there are

no other people to harass?”. That way, we could transform their uselessness into an experimental value. And just as I

have reached to this conclusion, the Jelly-Ladies in line wobbled away allowing me to order a burger from a bunch of

paralyzed employees whose life-energy had been sucked out. Naturally, I tried to be as polite as humanly possible -and

ignore the sobbing sounds from the back- throughout the process of ordering. Their sorry state made me realize that as

non- jelly people, we have to stick together and support each other. We should not allow the Jelly. People to overpopulate

and extinguish regular humans…
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The Renaissance-era is a new movement that emerged from the blending of the Christian thought system and the pagan thought

system. With the influence of this thought, the center of attention began to shift from God to man. This change caused the birth of a

brand new notion for Europe at that time, that is, Humanism.
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Costumes used on stage throughout this era were usually bright in color, visually fascinating,

and pricey. Because of the fast nature of the plays and their runs, there were times that period-

specific costumes for the actors were not able to be prepared. As a result, the actors had to wear

contemporary clothing rather than period-specific clothes for the plays. Sometimes costumes

were donated to actors by patrons, but more often than not, actors wore the garments of their

day. Costumes were additionally used to recognize characters. Colors symbolized class, and

costumes were created to mirror that. For instance, if a personality was royalty, their costume

included the color purple.(Jean MacIntyre, 1992: 13-47)

The English Renaissance theatre, additionally identified as early Modern English theatre, or

commonly as the Elizabethan theatre, refers to the theatre of England between 1562 and 1642

which is the period that contains the Renaissance era. Although the heart of the Renaissance

art was Italy, a remarkable and significant part of the art, theatre was developed and

acknowledged more in England thanks to the bright boys of England such as William

Shakespeare, Christopher Marlowe, and Ben Jonson (Mark Cartwright, 2020).

Theatrical life was mostly centered just

outside of London because the theatre was

illegal within the town itself, however, plays

were performed by touring corporations all

over England. Touring companies even made

English plays go abroad and were staged in

Germany and Denmark (Mark Cartwright,

2020). The general themes were history,

tragedy, and comedy. Tragedy was an

incredibly popular genre. Marlowe’s

tragedies, which include The Jew of Malta

and Dr. Faustus were exceptionally popular.

Shakespeare’s great four tragedies (Hamlet,

Othello, King Lear, and Macbeth) were

composed throughout this period (Mark

Cartwright, 2020).
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Although he lived for a very short period of time, he left a great legacy; his

amazing works such as The Tragical History of Doctor Faustus, Tamburlaine the

Great, and The Jew of Malta. (Park Honan, 2005)Just like any other Elizabethan

era playwright, there is not much information about Christopher Marlowe’s life.

But we sure know he was quite an interesting person. There are many theories and

fictions about his private life and character. It is said that he was often described

as a magician, duellist, brawler, and spy. Yet, most of these are just speculations.

There is also a conspiracy theory claiming that Marlowe actually faked his death

and hid, then continued to write his plays; but under the name of William

Shakespeare! Now wouldn’t that be interesting? (Park Honan, 2005)

After the 1600s, when the Puritan movement gained clout

within England, they started to ban the theatres because

they thought “entertainment” was a sin and a wrongdoing.

This movement started in 1642 and continued until 1660 -

the time the monarchists got back in power. And that was

the literal end of the golden years of Elizabethan theatre.

(Mark Cartwright, 2020). One of the most important

playwrights of the day was Christopher Marlowe, the

contemporary of Shakespeare. He was born in 1564 as a

son of a shoemaker named John Marlowe, and died in

1593 at the age of 29. 

Cartwright ,  M. (2020,  June 12) .  El izabethan Theatre .  Ancient  History Encyclopedia .  Retr ieved from

https: / /www.ancient .eu/El izabethan_Theatre/Honan,  P.  (2005) .  Chris topher  Marlowe:  Poet  & Spy.  Oxford

Universi ty  Press .MacIntyre ,  J .  (1992) .  Costumes and Scripts  in  the El izabethan Theatres  Edmonton:

Universi ty  of  Alberta  Press
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The Renaissance period was one of the turning points for photography since the basis of today's photography technology

mostly emerged in this age. The birth of photography was then concerned with inventing tools for capturing and holding the

image produced by camera obscura.

In other words, the word 'camera obscura' means 'dark chamber', which is a box or a darkened room with a lens or hole in

which the light enters the room through the hole then projects a picture onto a canvas or wall which is opposite the door (The

Massachusetts Teacher (1858-1871), 1863). During the Renaissance, camera obscura was used by the painters to draw more

accurately. The first illustration of a camera obscura was published in the book "De Radio Astronomica et Geometrico" by a

Dutch astronomer Gemma Frisius in 1545 (Doble, R., 2013). The image shows an eclipse observed in 1944.

Leonardo wrote, “…in order to observe the nature of the planets, open the roof and bring the image of a single planet onto the

base of a concave mirror. The image of the planet reflected by the base will show the surface of the planet much magnified.”

(Molecular Expressions - Florida State University, n.d.).

The discovery of silver chloride by Georg Fabricius is one of the milestones in photography history, besides camera obscura.

Silver chloride is used in the production of two materials: to produce photographic paper and photochromic lenses. The

photographic paper is used to create photographic prints, covered with a light-sensitive chemical formula (Photographic Paper,

n.d.). And the photochromic lens is an optical lens that dims when exposed to sufficiently high-frequency light, generally

ultraviolet radiation (Renzi‐Hammond et al., 2016).

During the Renaissance, Leonardo da Vinci

gave momentum to the improvement of the

camera obscura. He used it to study how vision

works, how light behaves and the geometric

perspective. These works were utilized by him to

develop his painting techniques. Da Vinci also

designed a huge lens to benefit solar energy for the

tanning and dyeing industry. Today, it is believed

that he had already thought of the idea of a

telescope, long before it was invented by the

Dutchman Hans Lippershey in 1608. 

Camera obscura and concave mirrors are two of the most fundamental inventions in photography

history. Not only in the Renaissance but also in previous and next ages, camera obscura was

examined by different scientists around the world. In the Renaissance, it developed more than any

previous periods, led by Leonardo da Vinci. Besides, the discovery of silver chloride had also an

important role in photography. By using silver chloride, the two necessary materials of photography,

photographic paper and photochromic lenses were invented. Furthermore, camera obscura and

concave mirrors also helped artists to draw their painting more realistic. Even more, thanks to

concave mirrors, scientific research such as observing the moon remarkably developed.
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In 1999, David Hockney and his colleague a physicist Charles Falco, came up with a theory called the “Hockney-Falco theory”

claiming that early Renaissance painters utilised optical tools such as concave mirrors and camera obscura to reflect and achieve a

scene or perspective onto their canvases and that this could be the reason how Renaissance paintings became more realistic compared to

the ones in the previous era (G.Stork, 2005).

Hockney's theory claims that some Renaissance painters, including Jan van Eyck, Hans Memling, and Caravaggio, used optical devices,

especially camera obscura and concave mirrors to reflect real upside-down images of a part of a scene onto the canvas or paper. According

to Hockney, the painters either traced the image contours with the pencil and then applied paint to the backing, or painted directly

(G.Stork, 2005). 

There may be some reasons for the fact that there is no historical documentary proof from the 15th-century. No one had seen a painting of

a reflected object onto a canvas or screen. The artists who used the projection technique couldn't reveal their method because they

were afraid of the Inquisition, according to Hockney and Falco (G.Stork, 2005). However, David G.Stork, who analysed and criticised

Hockney and Falco’s projection theory, claims that this statement is not plausible because the Catholic Church supported almost all the

artists.

   

Hockney and Falco also claim that artists did not have time to record their optical discoveries, as a

second hypothesis about absence of documentary proof. However, it would only take hours or days

to record the explanations according to Stork (G. Stork, 2005). Otherwise, it can be deduced that the

Renaissance artists did not have years or even decades to understand the most complex optical

system on earth. Moreover, if there would be such a projection technique Hockney and Falco

suggested that the technique would surely be in the records, because there are many other drawing

methods and procedures explained in the Renaissance era. Hence, Hockney and Falco's other

hypothesis about the absence of documentary proof, is again illogical (G. Stork, 2005).

To prove their theory, Hockney and Falco give examples of paintings made with the projection technique. Stork asserts that some of the

examples they offered could have been drawn with other techniques, not only by using the camera obscura or concave mirrors.

Nevertheless, there are some other strong samples that there was no other way of drawing them without the help of concave mirrors or

camera obscura. Here are some of them: One of the most important samples of usage of the concave mirror, besides being one of the

famous paintings in the Renaissance Era, is Arnolfini Portrait by van Eyck, 1434. Detail of the chandelier and mirror in the portrait is the

obvious evidence that Jan van Eyck used a concave mirror in his painting (G. Stork, 2005).

Jan van Eyck painted a small silverpoint painting of Cardinal Niccolo Albergati in 1431. In 1432, van

Eyck created the same painting with oil paint. According to Hockney and Falco, the oil paint version was

duplicated onto a panel. All details were the same on both paintings, but the oil paint version was only

40% larger. Moreover, tiny pinprick holes found in the silverpoint version show that a mechanical

technique was used. Stork researched it and could not deny that the camera obscura or concave mirror was

used in the painting  (G. Stork, 2005).
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Renaissance; the age of change, transition, renewal -- and scandals? This long period of time, from the 14th century and leading into the

17th which marks the transforming in terms of modernity from the middle ages, is known to hold countless historical events that have

helped shape today’s world and while some facts of the period are broad as daylight, some other things have remained as whispers to this

day. Though, as of the 21st century, with the help of the fast-developing technologies and freedoms that allow such topics to be discussed

without the fear of losing one’s life or possible civil wars, it is reasonable to question what has been left in the shadows of Renaissance

history. In this article, some of the most controversial conspiracies of the period are showcased and discussed.
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Renaissance-era holds an aspect that distinguishes it from previous periods in terms of mdicine: more

inclination towards scientific research. Leaning towards science resulted in many extraordinary

discoveries and cures for diseases. Yet there were also times that those discoveries were insufficient,

such as the fatal pandemic black death (Langer,1964). On occasions like that, people were falling back

upon ancestral habits, which were superstitious and based on religious norms. In this article, two

opposites in Renaissance medicine will be described briefly by explaining one of the most significant

progress in science along with one of the unscientific treatment methods among the public.

In this comprehensive
drawing, Leonardo
illustrated a human fetus
lying inside a dissected
uterus. He drew the
uterus with one chamber
along with uterus
connections. It is among
the masterpieces made
by him and thought to be
the first proper human
fetus illustration
(Gilson,2008).

This skull, one of his
earliest anatomical
drawings, represents
what goes under the
layer of bone
structure, the right
side without any
touch, the left side
with cuts, and the
lower-left, there are
various types of teeth
in the skull. But he
could not get the
information he
wanted from this
drawing.
(Clayton,2012)

Leonardo da Vinci, who is known as one of the greatest painters of all time, also contributed to many

other disciplines including science, philosophy, engineering, and anatomy. He stuck to the idea that

science and art are indispensable, thus his human drawings would be useless without anatomical

knowledge. Following that idea, he started to do some research, getting help from other artists to

advance his art. After some time of seeking, he grew curiosity for anatomy and began doing

dissections at hospitals. By dissecting corpses, he gained knowledge about internal organs, mostly the

heart and the brain. With his drawings, he proposed a proportion of humans by using geometry, which

is called Vitruvian Man (Encyclopædia Britannica, inc ,2020). Also, he was the one who claimed that

the heart has four chambers and he observed the heart&#39;s rotational movement.
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Eventually, Euphrasia, being rich in many vitamins, has demonstrated effectiveness

for many treatments alongside eye problems, skin problems, sinusitis, and the

common cold. It is beneficial when used in the correct form and amount, as it has

many recipes and supplement types. Also, before use in children, pregnant women,

and people with chronic diseases, a doctor's opinion is required.

Clayton, M. (2012). Medicine: Leonardo's anatomy years. Nature 484,, 314-316. 

Committee on Herbal Medicinal Products. (2010). Committee on Herbal Medicinal Products. London: European Medicines Agency.

Gilson, Hilary, "Leonardo da Vinci's Embryological Drawings of the Fetus". Embryo Project Encyclopedia (2008-08-19). ISSN: 1940-5030 http://embryo.asu.edu/handle/10776/1929.

Heydenreich, L. H., & Britannica. (2020, 4 8). Leonardo Da Vinci. Encyclopædia Britannica: https://www.britannica.com/biography/

W., L. 1964. THE BLACK DEATH. scientific American 210(2), 114-121.

Euphrasia or Eyebright, was a frequently used

plant that was effective but caused a threat in

overdose and improper consumption. Euphrasia

is a wild plant with purple and white flowers

maturing spontaneously on bushes and grass. It

was chiefly used for eye infections with different

recipes, commonly applying brewed tea directly

to the eye (European Medicines Agency, 2010). 

As mentioned before, although renaissance medicine had many revolutionary discoveries

and inventions, there was sometimes a return to the local healing methods. Either science

was inadequate in the diagnosis and treatment of some diseases or people did not have faith

in new findings. One of these healing methods was herbal remedies that are medications

formulated from plants. People got help from the local healers or wise-women to get

treatment with the mixtures, which were causing danger due to the usage of many things

without any scientific ground.
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T H ET H ET H E    

Renaissance was a completely changing and developing age in our history. Along with all
the changes, society started to change in a lot of ways to keep up with this new age.
Therefore, there was a new ‘ideal’ and being suitable to the ideal was a sign of wealth and
health (Poala Tinagli, 1997). On the other hand, not everybody was able to be this new
ideal because it was not that easy or even possible for every person.

However, not every woman or man had a flawless

and pale skin naturally and these people, mostly

women, were doing so many interesting things to

have light and flawless skin. For example, they

were rubbing silver to their face (Kathleen

Maxwell, 2008), putting leeches on their ears so

that they could draw blood from their heads and

give them that pale look.

As we can see from the famous paintings of the

renaissance, noble people were mostly depicted as

blond which was said to be strawberry blond.

(Caitlyn D. Marianacci, 2016). This situation

brings the question to our minds ‘Did everyone

have blond hair naturally at the time?’. The answer

is no. People needed to bleach their hair with a

mixture that was made by adding walnut shells,

barks of the walnut tree, alum, and oak apples.

After applying the mixture on their hair, people had

to wait under the sun for a very long period and

while doing this, they had to protect their skin from

sunlight. To avoid sunburn, they wore special hats

which were huge and had holes on top along with

layers of clothes (Kathleen Maxwell, 2008).

According to the beauty
standards of the Renaissance, the
most important thing
was undamaged and pale skin  for
both women and men. By saying
undamaged, I do not only mean a
skin without scars or acne,
sunburn was also seen as a flaw.
Because of that,  women were
always wearing huge hats to
protect their skin from the
sunlight.  On the other hand,
since men had to spend much
more time outside, it  was
acceptable for them to have a
darker skin but they still  needed
to be careful since the lighter the
skin the more noble the look
(Kathleen Maxwell,  2008) .
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" I D E A L "" I D E A L "" I D E A L "
In addition to all the mixtures and products, people were still using make-up to complete their looks.
Women were wearing mask-like make-up to give the flawless and pale skin look.

They used arsenic based powders which were very harmful to the skin since it could cause permanent skin
problems and could even be fatal in long term use. In addition, they commonly preferred dramatic and
dark brows to give a lighter look, a natural pink blush to their cheeks and a red lipstick to complete their
make-up (Michelle A. Laughran, 2003). On the other hand, men did not wear heavy make-up; they just
used make-up to conceal minor skin flaws.

Another interesting fact of the Renaissance was the type of clothes people wore in the era. The noble
loved to show off their clothes. They preferred exaggerated clothes in every part of their lives, and their
clothes usually consisted of several pieces. Furthermore, these clothes had to be made of high-quality
fabrics such as cotton or silk and clothes usually had elaborate ornaments on them (Christa Grössginger,
1997).

Vi l l agers  d id  no t  have  the
same  oppor tun i t i e s  a s  the

nob les .  They  needed  to  work
ou t s ide  and  th i s  was

con t rad ic to ry  to  the  idea  o f
p ro tec t ing  the  sk in  f rom
sunl igh t .  On  top  o f  th i s ,

work ing  tha t  much  took  a l l  o f
the i r  t ime  and  made  i t

imposs ib le  to  spend  t ime  on
the i r  looks .  Addi t iona l ly ,
h igh-qua l i ty  f abr ics  and

beau ty  p roduc t s  were  ve ry
expens ive  and  ha rd  to  reach
for  the  v i l l age rs  (Ka th leen

Maxwel l ,  2008) .  As  a  r esu l t
o f  a l l  these  fac to r s ,  no t

everybody  was  ab le  to  be  the
so-ca l l ed  ‘ idea l ’  wh ich

crea ted  a  sha rp  and  v i s ib le
d i f fe rence  be tween  nob le  and

non-nob le  peop le .  

Dur ing  the  Rena i s sance ,
the re  were  soc ia l  c l a sses
in  soc ie ty  as  in  today ’s
wor ld  bu t  the re  was  a

s l igh t  d i f fe rence .  Today
someone  can  be  r i ch  in
var ious  ways ,  however ,
dur ing  tha t  e ra ,  peop le

needed  to  be  born  nob le  to
be  r i ch .  In  the  l igh t  o f

th i s  in fo rmat ion  we  can
say  tha t  the  p r imary  and

mos t  impor tan t  r eason
why the  v i l l age rs  were  no t

ab le  to  be  ‘ idea l ’  was
soc ioeconomic  fac to r s

(Ka th leen  Maxwel l ,  2008) .  
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The Effect ofThe Effect of

Due to the increase of scientific education in the Renaissance era, the number of scientists increased and more people

were drawn into scientific learning. This resulted in an accelerated rate of technological inventions and research, which

in turn, moved the general level of technology forward (eNotes Editorial, 2011).

The invention of the printing press itself is a good example of how the Renaissance affected technology (Coleman,

1959). Thanks to the printing press the printing revolution began and humanity quickly adapted to this technology

which mass-produced books and writings in a short amount of time. More books meant more information could be

written and shared with the world at a rapid rate. In other words, Renaissance led to the invention of the printing

press, and thanks to its invention, technology found a way to expand more into the world.

Renaissance also provided a

suitable environment for

scientists, inventors, and alike.

With more scientific education and

more freedom, an increasing

number of people became interested

in technology and this had a positive

outcome on technology due to the

increased collective mind working

on technological advancements.

It is clear to see how big of an

impact Renaissance had on

technology. It elevated the

importance of scientific education,

paved the way for critical

inventions such as the printing

press, and it encouraged more

scientists to play with the wonders

of the world.

- Microscope by Zacharias Janssen or Hans Martens (disputable), 1590 
- Telescope by Hans Lippershey, 1608 

- Printing Press by goldsmith Johannes Gutenberg, 1456 - Importance:
Paved the way for mass production of books, gazettes, and such. 

- Parachute by an anonymous author, 1470s – Importance: A critical
invention that is crucial for the safety of passengers aboard planes and
helicopters today.

- Crank and connecting rod, 15th century – Importance: The invention
of the crank and connecting rod paved the way for a lot of mechanisms
that relied on them to function, such as water-raising pumps, cranked
reels, braces, cranked well-hoists, crank handled grindstones, and
geared hand-mill

- Pendulum by Galileo, 1581 – Importance: Allowed to create a more
consistent clock design, later used in many educational and scientific
applications

- Adding machine by Blaise Pascal, 1642 – Importance: Practically a
prototype of the modern calculator, this mechanical calculator paved
the way for faster calculations

“The microscope reveals to man his significance; the telescope,his insignificance” (P. Hall, Manly, 1928)
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He designed many warfare-related techs. His armored car design later evolved into the tanks

we know today. He also designed a giant version of a normal-sized crossbow.

Renaissance onRenaissance on

Leonardo da Vinci was a vital part of the Renaissance. Not to be surprised, he contributed a lot to technology with his

designs. Maybe not all the designs came to life in that era, but they paved the way for many in the future and inspired

others. He designed a prototype of a helicopter, an improved parachute, and a flying machine.

Finally, given his work on human anatomy, he used his knowledge on creating

a humanoid robot. Although the said robot did not survive the test of time it

was recreated by the robot expert Mark Rosheim. He also created a

mechanized robot lion for king Louis XII. (Moon C., Francis, 2007)

Coleman, D. (1959). Technology and Economic History, 1500-1750. The Economic History
Review, 11(3), new series, 506-514. doi:10.2307/2591470

eNotes Editorial (2011). What were the changes in education during the Renaissance?
https://www.enotes.com/homework-help/what-were-changes-education-during-renaissance-
279377. 

Hall, M. P. (1928). The Secret Teachings of All Ages. Conclusion, 201-204.

Moon, F. C. (2017). The Machines of Leonardo Da Vinci and Franz Reuleaux. Leonardo in a
Robot: Automata, Clocks and Controlled Machines, 276-289.
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Renaissance increased the importance of trade

and traders ("Economy and Trade."

Renaissance: An Encyclopedia for Students,

2020). With the necessary improvements like

the magnetic compass, many seaworthy ships

sailed the sea to reach unknown lands in hopes

of finding riches and breaking the Ottoman

monopoly over the trade routes. Once again, the

Ottoman Empire involuntarily became one of

the key factors which started the Age of

Exploration. One of the most important

changes in Europe was the diminishing

influence of Feudalism. Crusades and the

Black Death had taken its toll on human lives,

both noble and commoner. Therefore, Kings

weren’t bothered by the nobles who reduced

their power and were better able to consolidate

their power over their country and thus,

centralizing their “government” (Decline of

Feudalism. (n.d.). This also reduced the hold of

lesser suzerains over the peasant folk... some

even earned their freedom. Also, the lowered

population increased the importance of peasants

because a chain is only as strong as its weakest

link. Their labor became more valuable. As for

the nobles, they decided to pay their liege taxes

instead of raising troops and joining battles

which cost more gold and risked their lives.

Empires dealt with internal problems or dispatched their enemies in the meantime, such as the Reconquista by the Kingdoms of Aragon and

Castille or the Conquest of Bosnia by the Ottomans (Smitha, F. E. (n.d.). 15th Century, 1401 to 1500). With every victory bringing them closer to

Central Europe, Ottomans further earned the ire of other European countries.

In terms of knowledge, Ottomans weren’t

strangers to what they’ve learned during the

Renaissance. Even though it wasn’t

introduced to them by the (Chase K. W.,

2003) Ottomans, gunpowder made a great

name for itself in Europe and its adaptation

hastened. It was also a time when political

balance got shaken, countries fell into

disarray and chaos, like England who

suffered a civil war (War of the Roses) or

Italy which was a bunch of city-states back

then and had the misfortune of being close

to strong, ravenous countries all of which

wanted a piece of them. The Italian Wars

ended with Spain reigning supreme over

France (Italian Renaissance (1330-1550),

with help from the Pope who created the

Holy League against France. Consequently,

this brought (General Books LLC, 2010)

France closer to another superpower later

on, the Ottomans who wanted to benefit

from the disorder in Europe. Speaking of

disorder, Renaissance was not just about

art and science, it cleared the way for the

Reformist Movements. In a short while,

Catholics and Protestants were at each

other's throats. 

HISTORYHISTORYHISTORY
To some, it was the Conquest of Constantinople which was the catalyst that sparked the flame of the Renaissance. Though, without the

background which paved the way for it, how can we say things would have been the same? The intellectual achievements that happened during the

era affected most of the world, despite (unwittingly) being the torchbearers of the Renaissance, it didn’t affect the Ottomans as (Norton A. C.,

2013) much as it affected the rest of Europe.
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